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Fun comes in all shapes and sizes.
And today, it comes rocketing in on
four wheels! Building a rocket car is
easy. You’ll just need some household
items to build it and air to power it.
Once you have the hang of it, you can
build different kinds of vehicles.
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It doesn’t take much to build a
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rocket car. Just gather these supplies,
and follow the directions. Some steps

marker

might be more difficult than others.
Don’t give up if something doesn’t
work right away. Keep experimenting
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until it does. You’ll be ready for the
		

starting line in no time.
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Prepare the Wheels

s

3½ inche

1

Using the screwdriver, poke a hole

2

Cut two 3½-inch (9-cm) pieces

in the center of each cap.

from the wooden skewer.

3

Slide a cap onto one end

4

Glue the caps to the skewers.

of each skewer.
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